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“There’s been talk about doing something for quite awhile,” said Pascale, a co-organizer of the 
exhibition. “It was [museum director] James Rondeau who finally decided: ‘This is a show we 
need to do. No one has done it. Let’s do it.’” 

A related exhibition, “The Figure and the Chicago Imagists: Selections from the Elmhurst 
College Art Collection,” will also include significant examples by Hairy Who artists. It runs 
Sept. 8-Jan. 13, 2019 at the Elmhurst Art Museum, 150 Cottage Hill Ave., Elmhurst 
(elmhurstartmuseum.org). 

Here are 12 other worthwhile shows to check out this fall in Chicago: 

— “Yasuhiro Ishimoto: Someday, Chicago,” Sept. 6-Dec. 16, DePaul Art Museum, 935 W. 
Fullerton (museums.depaul.edu). The widely traveled Ishimoto was one of the most important 
photographers of the 20th century. This exhibition explores his close ties to Chicago, where he 
moved in 1945 after being interned during World War II. He lived in the city for more than 10 
years, publishing a noted series of street scenes in 1969, titled “Chicago, Chicago.” 

RELATED 

Fall Entertainment Guide 2018: Theater 

Fall Entertainment Guide 2018: Dance 

Fall Entertainment Guide 2018: Classical Music 

— “The Time Is Now! Art Worlds of Chicago’s South Side, 1960-1980,” Sept. 13-Dec. 30, 
University of Chicago, Smart Museum of Art, 5550 S. 
Greenwood  (smartmuseum.uchicago.edu). This breakthrough exhibition probes the 
accomplishments of artists living and working in south Chicago neighborhoods like Bronzeville, 
Hyde Park and Kenwood during a pivotal period of socio-political tumult — a facet of Chicago’s 
art history that has too often been overlooked. Featured will be about 100 works by such figures 
as Barbara Jones-Hogu, Yaoundé Olu and Douglas Williams. 

— Shadi Habib Allah, “Put to Rights,” Sept. 15-Nov. 4, Renaissance Society, 5811 S. Ellis 
(renaissancesociety.org). The multimedia projects of Habib Allah, a New York- and Miami-
based Palestinian artist, have ranged from explorations of statehood and conflict in the Middle 
East to portraits of forgotten communities there and elsewhere in the world. This solo show 
features a body of work that has emerged from his ongoing immersion in Liberty City, a 
predominantly African-American neighborhood in Miami. 

— Expo Chicago 2018, Sept. 27-30, Navy Pier’s Festival Hall, 600 E. Grand 
(expochicago.com), SOFA CHICAGO, Nov. 1-4, Navy Pier’s Festival Hall(sofaexpo.com). 
These two fairs are an annual staple of the fall scene. Back for its seventh year, Expo Chicago 
has established itself as an essential stop on the international contemporary art circuit. This 
year’s edition will feature 135 top galleries from 63 cities around the world. Focusing on 
sculpture and what it calls functional art and design, SOFA is marking its 25th anniversary. 
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